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A motion was made by Mr. Cameron, seconded by Mr. Chambers, that this agenda item be 

Forwarded to the Building, Zoning, and Economic Development Committee, on the agenda for 

5/12/2021. The motion carried.

 Action  Text: 

Mrs. Vacek said Centennial Real Estate Company is requesting approval of a Special Sign District for 

the Fox Valley Mall.  The provisions allow for a cohesive sign package and provides for the ability to 

modernize the existing signage.  It also allows for additional signage for new development and 

increased pedestrian and vehicle wayfinding and directional signs.  I’m actually going to turn it over to 

the Petitioner to go through the proposal in a little bit more detail unless there are questions for me.

 Notes:  
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The Petitioners were sworn in.

I’m Jon Meshel, Senior Vice President of Centennial Real Estate, 2050 N. Central Highway, Dallas, 

TX.  I’m here tonight with Cory Clinton, Senior Associate at RSM Design, and Jordan Staleos of 

Atlantic Residential Properties.  First of all, I’d like to thank Tracey and Ed for the continued 

partnership and their guidance through this project.  It’s been a fantastic partnership with them and 

the entire city staff.  I’m excited to be before the Commission tonight to discuss the Sign District, or in 

some ways it is a Comprehensive Plan intended to govern the future of the exterior signage at the 

Fox Valley Mall property.  Specifically tonight, we’re looking to set plans that govern the exterior 

signage as we modernize existing components of the property and redevelop other components of 

the property.  Previously articulated in our other hearings, Centennial is the owner of the mall and we 

are in the middle of all of the redevelopment activity that is starting to take place at the mall and will 

take place over time.  As I mentioned, I’m here tonight with Cory Clinton of RSM Design.  He is going 

to walk you through the proposed plan for modernization.  With that, I’m going to ask Cory to take 

over to walk you through the plans.  Cory, myself and Jordan will be available to answer any 

questions that the Commission has following the presentation.  Take it away Cory.

I’m Cory Clinton, Signage Consultant.  My address is 470 Plaza Estival, San Clemente, CA.  I pulled 

up the cover of the sign package here.  I’ll walk through this reasonably quickly.  Please stop me if 

any questions.  This is just kind of an overview of the signage that we are planning at Fox Valley.  The 

first piece of this package just looks at the future renovation, the context of the project for inspiration of 

the sign elements, so looking at the style of architecture, the materials they’re using, the scale of the 

sidewalks and the streetscape.  It is really to kind of understand the needs of the wayfinding for Fox 

Valley.  What we saw is a lot of kind of modern industrial forms and materials, and again, those go on 

to form the signage palate.  We also introduce a few wayfinding principles that are fundamental in 

how we’ll set up and design the wayfinding system that will address some of the needs of the project 

and allow for future flexibility.  Within the confines of the Fox Valley project, it is somewhat of an urban 

scale, kind of a work life balance mixed use project.  We are looking at a smaller footprint and kind of 

multi-use signage elements.  To that end, this thought of modularity that can be changed and 

updated based on the technology and the needs of the project and also sitewide consistency so it 

becomes a recognizable branded project with consistent elements and materials used throughout 

as a wayfinding tool for guest navigation.  A couple of, again, kind of guidelines and principles on how 

we kind of program and design vehicular signage versus wayfinding signage and the scale and the 

placement considerations as we develop those pieces.  Then again, materials that we’ll be utilizing 

for the sign program at Fox Valley and formed directly from that architectural development that we 

saw earlier in the package.  So looking at the use of kind of dark metal and high contrast graphics 

with black backgrounds and white type, this type of integration of kind of these neutral, natural colors 

of bronzes and blacks, as well as some raw materials of smooth cut limestone and we really like this 

dark brick that was also being used in the architecture.  Establishing font standards for the project 

that would be use across wayfinding, again, matching that style and aesthetic of the project and the 

architecture.  Then this is the overall site program.  I won’t dig into each of these locations, but 

definitely if there are any questions to overview.  Essentially the project has kind of 4 main streets with 

monuments at each of the primary entries and then vehicular directionals that guide you along the 

main ring road and then some features at the primary mall entries.  Sign schedule detailing lighting 

and digital needs and then into the sign diagrams.  For the large primary pylon element, we are 

recommending, or suggesting, two alternate approaches to this.  One, retrofitting the existing pylon 

that you see on the screen here, rebranding it with the new Fox Valley brand, or alternately a new 

build pylon within similar dimensions, but now instead of that kind of post cabinet format, having 

more of a monolithic design and still maintaining area for the brand identity, but introducing an area 

for anchor tenant identities as well.  Secondary monument at some of those secondary entries into 

the site, more horizontal composition for this, but still a large area for the site identity for an internally 

illuminated cabinet sign there.  At the digital pylon, this is an existing sign element that has some 

multi-purpose signage attached to it.  So we are looking at modifying only that kind of topmost 

cabinet with the integrated digital display, so the Fox Valley identity as well as the digital are really the 

only elements we are looking at here for the renovation update.  Again, as you get into the inner ring 

road of the site, we’ll have vehicular directionals that will guide you to the anchor tenants and project 

amenities.  These we are recommending an internal illumination for them with 4-6 message listings 
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to get people to where they are looking to go.  As secondary vehicular directional, these are used 

more as an exiting sign, kind of as you approach the ring road from the mall, and again, just orienting 

people so that they can most easily navigate to the street they are looking for and exit the project.  

Residential parking identity, again, because this is a mixed-use project and will have public parking 

for the mall guests as well as some reserve parking for residents.  We want to keep that messaging 

very clear so there’s not any confusion there, so just a simple freestanding cabinet there to identify 

the parking use at those resident only areas.  As a District identity, a larger, more sculptural element, 

something that people can walk up to and engage with as part of the project.  We are suggesting 

these 5 foot tall sculptural dimensional letters as part of a landscaping installation.  For the 

advertising totem, here is another one where we’re carrying two options, just a slight modification on 

this sign type.  One being the kind of round drum like configuration that you see in certain urban 

environments that allow for up to 3 kind of display areas around that circular cabinet.  As an alternate 

for consideration, a simplified 2-sided cabinet.  Here we are suggesting flexibility for a digital display 

in the future for additional advertising.  Then sign type S9, this is our pedestrian directional and this is 

where you start to see that kind of multi-use approach, a more urban sign approach.  As we work kind 

of down from the top of the sign, we could have a beacon element that may talk about the district that 

you are in within Fox Valley.  As you move down, you get directional information, again, for those 

main anchor tenants or for site amenities.  Then as you move down from that, something that you can 

actually get up close to with an integrated project map and directory.  So here we see just a summary 

of those sign types, consistency of materials, again, these are more kind of massing diagrams at this 

point before we get into the full concept, but idea of that darker brick and the darker, more neutral 

sign pallet in general, again, to connect to the architectural moves that are being employed.  There is 

one other sign type, this is the identify for the lofts as part of the residential, a building mounted blade 

sign with internally illuminated sculptural letters.  With that, that’s the package to share today.  Any 

questions or comments to revisit any of these diagrams?

Mr. Chambers said I would just like to say I think the more that you can have or we can have digital 

displays, I think the more urban feel and more up to date look and feel that the concept will have, so I 

just wanted to provide that input.  Especially when we are looking at using LED lighting as well as for 

color in those type of signages as well.

Mr. Clinton said absolutely.

Mr. Gonzales said I have a question for you.  The power of all these signs that are going in around the 

mall, are any of those signs going to be using any kind of solar renewable energy or any kind of 

green power to power those?

Mr. Meshel said I don’t think we’ve actually figured that out yet.  It is definitely something that we 

should look into.  I don’t know the answer.

Mr. Elsbree said I’ve got a question real quick.  We talked about, obviously, vertical/horizontal 

signage.  What about striping, crosswalks, markings on the street?  I’m actually concerned if there 

are going to be speed bumps or any traffic control written on the road.  I know lanes.

Mr. Meshel said that’s a good question.  The plans are all subject to the city’s reviews.  As we 

redevelop specifically what’s under development now, the multi-family project has been carefully 

reviewed, which is the entry into the mall at this point and that’s governed by the city regulations and 

the city staff.  The new pieces of the property are being carefully considered.  The existing property, I 

think, functions well in its configuration, but as it continues to redevelop, making sure that it is 

functional from a traffic standpoint and a pedestrian standpoint is really critical for our success.  We 

envision people walking around the entire campus and making sure that it’s pedestrian friendly, safe.  

Everything related to both of those concepts is critical to our success.  

Mr. Elsbree said is there a traffic study to decide whether there are speed bumps?

Mrs. Vacek said I can answer that.  When we go to redevelop, we will do a traffic study if Engineering 

feels that there’s a need for it.  I know in the first redevelopment for the houses, the apartments that 

are going in, we did look at what they’re doing with the crosswalks and we made sure that they’re very 
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wide and they are very distinctive from the roadway so that you can tell exactly where people are 

supposed to be walking.  We will continue to do that as we go through, but this is really mainly talking 

more about the signage then it is really about the pedestrian crosswalks at this time.

Mrs. Anderson said I have a question.  For the primary pylons, is there a plan to definitely demolish 

those and start new or is that still in the works of the planning of that?

Mr. Meshel said well what we proposed was an either/or scenario, so we’re not sure what we want to 

do, so in Cory’s presentation he showed two options on the primary pylon.  One was reskinning it, 

making it look new under the current configuration and then option two was a new build, both of 

which I think would look fantastic.  We just have not decided which direction we are going to go with it.

The public input portion of the public hearing was opened.  Not witnesses registered to speak.  The 

public input portion of the public hearing was closed.

Mrs. Vacek said staff recommends approval of the Ordinance establishing a Special Sign District for 

the Fox Valley Mall.

MOTION OF APPROVAL WAS MADE BY:  Mr. Cameron

MOTION SECONDED BY:  Mr. Chambers

AYES: Mrs. Anderson, Mr. Bhatia, Mr. Cameron, Mr. Chambers, Mr. Elsbree, Mr. Gonzales

NAYS: None

Mrs. Vacek said this will next be heard at the Building, Zoning and Economic Development 

Committee meeting on Wednesday, May 12th at 4:00 via Zoom.

At Large Anderson, At Large Cameron, Fox Valley Park District 

Representative Chambers, At Large Elsbree, At Large Gonzales and 

Chairperson Bhatia

6Aye:
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